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Remove all canopy hardware (nuts, bolts 
and washers) from four corners (two in front 
and two in rear) of vehicle canopy. Retain 
the hardware. You will need them to reattach 
canopy to vehicle.

Install main brackets using hardware pack 
number 4. Position the brackets as shown. 
Tighten hardware.
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Attach bagwell brackets and footplate to 
outer most holes in bagwell as shown using 
hardware from pack 2.

Attach rear seat frame. Attach using hardware 
pack 1. Attach to the two main brackets.

Make sure the bagwell brackets sit on the 
inside of the bars as shown. Mount the seat 
frame to the top of the bagwell brackets. Do 
not tighten hardware.

Attach armrest to the front edge of seat frame 
using the hardware from pack 7. *Washer 
and nut face the outside of the cart. Do not 
tighten.
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Using hardware from pack 3, attach the 
seat back support bracket and the armrest 
in two locations. *Use spacer provided to go 
inbetween the armrest and seat back support 
bracket. *Repeat process on the other side. 
Do not tighten.

Install the rear struts using hardware from 
pack 3. Attach at the bottom first. *Repeat 
process on the other side. Once both bolts 
are in place tighten all hardware.

After rear struts are attached remove the 
brace. Insert the rear struts into the canopy 
channel. Using the retained hardware, attach 
rear struts to the canopy.

Using remaining hardware from pack 3. Install 
the foot rest brackets. Bracket goes behind 
and under footrest. *Repeat process on other 
side and then tighten.
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11Using the hardware from pack 6, install 
the lean back brackets onto the seat back 
cushion.

Mount the lean back cushion onto the seat 
back support bracket using remaining 
hardware from pack 2. Once both sides have 
been attached tighten bolts.

To install the seat bottom, first remove the 
shipping nut shown in the image. *Your strap 
will go here later.

To mount your seat bottom, first make sure 
the thickest part points towards the footrest. 
Align seat bottom up and use hardware from 
pack 8 to attach seat bottom as shown.
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INSTALLATION COMPLETE

Attach strap as shown to the area where you 
removed the nut from step 15. Then re-install 
the factory supplied seats.


